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American Horror Story
Cult Quiz 2

1. RJ is deeply disturbed by filming the murder of Bob and Beverly views him as a weak link of their
group and convinces Kai to cut ties with him. Before Kai kills RJ, each cult member take it in turns
to shoot RJ in the head with what?

2. Kai divulges to Beverley about how his parents died. How did Kai's parents die?

3. Dr Rudy Vincent is revealed to be the older brother of which two characters?

4. At a political rally, Meadow shoots several people, including Kai. Ally attempts to wrest the gun
from Meadow's hands, but Meadow shoots herself in the mouth. Who arrests Ally after being found
with the gun in her hands?

5. Who ordered Meadow to go ahead with the assassination attempt on Kai, to make him a national-
level presence?

6. Following her arrest, where is Ally sent?

7. After Kai wins the vacant seat on the city council, who warns Beverly, Winter and Ivy about the
danger of putting their trust in Kai?

8. Who does Winter shoot in the head after he attempted to rape her?

9. Which 3 cult leaders does Kai tell his followers about, expressive great admiration for them all?

10. After Kai kills his brother Vincent, who does Winter try to convince to flee with her?

11. To stop Ivy and Ally from attempting to flee again, who do the cult kidnap and hold at their
compound?

12. To test their loyalty, what does Kai require each cult member to drink?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. A nail gun
2. His mother shot his abusive father and then

herself in a murder-suicide
3. Kai and Winter
4. A Swat Team
5. Kai
6. To a psychiatric hospital

7. Bebe Babbitt (the former lover of radical
femininist Valerie Solanas)

8. Detective Samuels
9. Marshall Applewhite, David Koresh and Jim Jones
10. Ally and Ivy
11. Oz
12. Poisoned Kool-Aid

1. RJ is deeply disturbed by filming the murder of Bob and Beverly views him as a weak link of their
group and convinces Kai to cut ties with him. Before Kai kills RJ, each cult member take it in turns
to shoot RJ in the head with what?

2. Kai divulges to Beverley about how his parents died. How did Kai's parents die?

3. Dr Rudy Vincent is revealed to be the older brother of which two characters?

4. At a political rally, Meadow shoots several people, including Kai. Ally attempts to wrest the gun
from Meadow's hands, but Meadow shoots herself in the mouth. Who arrests Ally after being found
with the gun in her hands?

5. Who ordered Meadow to go ahead with the assassination attempt on Kai, to make him a national-
level presence?

6. Following her arrest, where is Ally sent?

7. After Kai wins the vacant seat on the city council, who warns Beverly, Winter and Ivy about the
danger of putting their trust in Kai?

8. Who does Winter shoot in the head after he attempted to rape her?

9. Which 3 cult leaders does Kai tell his followers about, expressive great admiration for them all?

10. After Kai kills his brother Vincent, who does Winter try to convince to flee with her?

11. To stop Ivy and Ally from attempting to flee again, who do the cult kidnap and hold at their
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